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AERODYNAXEC Redocumentation and. Renewal
for yr-wand Renewal for FY 19,9 

I. OBJECTIVE

The purpose of Project AERODYNAMIC is to continue. CIA support of
an anti-Soviet Ukrainian emigre group as an instrument for:

A. itcploiting Ukrainian nationalist tendencies in the Soviet Ukraine
for political and. pSychological warfare purposes.

B. Increasing contacts with Soviet Ukrainian citizens, both within
their own country and in other parts of the world, for cammunica-
tion of ideas and ET' materials.

C. Identifying and increasing tensions between the Ukrainian popula-
tion and the Communist party elite in control of the government.

D. Stimulating among Ukrainian citizens intellectual ferment and
the desire for more freeaun to express Ukrainian national themes
in art and literature.

Subv,rting and defecting accessible Soviet Ukrainian personnel.

F. Attempting to establish a nucleus of opposition within the Soviet
Ukraine as a. point of political focus for agitation and unrest.

G. Negating Soviet attempts to demoralize and destroy the Ukrainian
emigration in its fight against Communist oppression of their
former homeland.

II. ORIGIN AND POLICY GUIDANCE 

A. Memorandum to CPT dated 25 January 1950, Subject: "Use of the
Ukrainian Partisan Movements Against USSR." (TS No. 3598)
Project Approval by AMU, 17 June 1950. (TS No. 9901) USSR
WC 10/2/5 Country Pro am approved in principle by MCI, 30
January 1953 (TS BO. ;;* *) superceded by NSC 5412/2.
NSC 5707/8, approved on 3 January 1957.
NIB 10..58: Anti-Communist Resistance Potential in the Sino-Soviet
Bloc-4nnex1C: USSR, dated 21 January 1958.

B. This project originated in the Field.

SITUATION;

A. List_a_...4_11oanunProectACRODYNANIC.

1. In 1948 CIA representatives conducted a survey of various
Ukrainian emigre organizations to select the most reliable,
best-organized and operationally most experienced group for
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use in exploiting anti-Communist activity of the Ukrainian
resistance movement then active in the Ukraine. The Foreign
Representation of the Ukrainian Supreme Liberation Conacil
(ZPAWR) was selected and joint CIA-ZE/UBWR operations were
mounted under Project AERODYNAMIC/PI in order to develop
clandestine communications with the resistance forces in
the Ukraine.

2. During the period *443 to 1954, extensive joint YI operations
were conducted and the zpium proved its operational ability
and potential by reestablishing direct communications with
the underground resistance forces in the Ukraine. Several
zp/Ouvn representatives were dispatched to the resistance
forces and operational contact was maintained which peovided
valuable information on internal conditions in the Ukraine
and on efforts of WI) troops to liquidate the reaistanee.

1, Initial PP activity against the Soviet Ukraine was closely
connected with the joint CIA-ZP/UBWR PI operations. 1'1'01*E:sada
leaflets and materials were smuggled into the Ukraine by
couriers or were dropped by balloon. A Ukrainian language
newspaper, SUCHASNA MAIM was established in Germany as
instrument in the fight against Soviet atteppta to infiItexte
and destroy the Ukrainian emigration and as a cover for the
PI operations.

4. By 1954, increased Soviet border restrictions made PI opera-
time into the Ukraine almost ippossible and the opervitianua
activities under Project AERODYNAMIC were eoncentrated on
achievement of PP objectives. A thorough study of the
potential of the ZP/OBWR resulted in the expansion of PP
activities. under Project ARBODYNAMIC/Ppe The PP program
was based on the policy of eacoureging Ukrainian nationalism,
strengthening the resistance of the Ukrainians against
Communism, and providing the target population with facts sup-
pressed or distorted by the Soviets in the latter's atteppts
to convince the Ukrainians that they are sovereign and inde-
pendent. The CE operations involving Ukrainian groups were
conducted Wader Project/MAR:MGR as of 1955. The remaining
gi functions were placed under Project ABACRE.

In late 1954 the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists
Abroad (OUN), a splinter group of the extremist emigre group
OUN/Bandera, joined forces with the ZP/UBWR in aiding the
liberaticostruggle of the Ukrainian people. Additional PP
fUnds VOTO obtedualtarseem4aent to PrejectAHRODMANW in 1955'
in Order to provide financial aid to the OUNz newspaper,
UKRAMSKIY SAMOSTIYUK„ end to support the group in its anti-
Communist activities.

S-R-C-R-R-T
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6. Sine* 3835, anti.Soviet PP activities under Project ANSODYNAMIC
have been cooducted iu Na York by apsycholcal warfare panel
composed of Ukrainian emigre leaders from ZPIUBM and OUNs.

• The majority of these leaders have had extensive background
in resistance activities, are possessed of a comarehensive
knoeledge of the Ukraine and its people, and are technical1l
qpalifiel tor the preparation of PP materials. Though
the panel then oonsistedofsesroximately 12 men, it was able
to utilise the services of numerous other Ulerainiaa emigres
in way countries In Western Europe, North and South Maria*,
and Australia who were ambers or sympathisers of the Ware
or the OUNs. Specific PP activities undertaken by the panel
incluaal the following: •

a. Preparation of Ukrainian language leaflets, se up blew ta,
posters, handbills, and booklets for cleadeetine Us-
tribution into the Ukrainian Mei

b. Preparation and taping of Ukrainian language scripts
for broadcast over clandestine radio facilities at
Athens and bowed to the Ukaesinian.SOR. The coolant
of these broadcasts have been specifically tailored
to Ukrainian audiences and have reflected the legiti-
este aspirations of the Ukrainian people for greater
control of its own destine*.

0. Counterseting Soviet attempts to organise amass
return at Ukrainian emigres thx0e832 the "Celnettttee
or the Return to the Somelande" The two newspapers,
SOCOASM MURK and UNRA/NSUY SANOSTITNIK, were

uspecisily 	 in u Baking the true pirpases
of this cossaittee.

d. Production of studies and monogreahaa on politiea,
social cultural and economic themes dealing with
conditions in the Ukrainian SSR, based on avert
materials as background for the wags payear
productions and activities.

7. In 1956, the psychological warfare panel was incorperated under
the laws of the state of New York as a non-profit research °ramie-
sett= under the name PROLOG SNSEARCHAND PUBLISSING_,ASSOCIATION
INC. This action was Errat ----1W covertra-
Tge purposes and in order to facilitate the fundiag and account.
tug of Project ANNONYNANIC under the regulations governing pro.

• peietary projects. By the end. of 1956, over 93 Ukrainian language

S-N.C.R.E.T
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broadcasts had been prepered by tee /lama and transmitted to
the Soviet Ukraine v	 The panel
also began aveaklymailing of approximately 406 copies of
the two project-sUpported Ukrainiau newepapers to libraries,
scholarly end cultural institutions, administrative offices,
and private individuals in the Soviet Ukraine. By means of
a small monthly subsidy to a ZWUReR representative in
Madrid, Spain, the peasl was able to set up &Ukrainian desk
at Radio NACIONAL ehiWa be/eon daily live brosdcatts in the
Ukrainian language to the Soviet Ukraine.

8. In 1957, besides continnieg all the above-mentioned activities
the panel initiated the mailing of Ukrainian language IAPORMi-
TIM BULLET= to the Soviet Ukraine from eight countries in the
3WITWaraitmely, USA, Canada, Argentina, Australia, Germany,
Groat Britain, France awl Sweden. Approximately six thousand
copies are mailed monthly to individuals in every- stratmm of
society, including officials, umbers of the party-and government,
libraries, scholarly end cultural institutions, and private
individuals. The pureose of the INFORMATION =Lam is: to
report to the Ukrainian people happenings in the USSR and in
the Soviet orbit countries 'which affect Ukrainian interests; to
present factual world news and news of Ukrainian emigre activi-
ties in the West; and to analyze the effects of Soviet policies
on the economic, social, cultural, and political life of the
Ukrainian people. The Bulletin attempts to fester and maintain
a feeling of Ukrainian national consciousness which could serve
as the ideological basis for a free Ukraine in the future. At
the same time the Bulletin suggests means by 	 Ukrainian
citizens can resist further Bussification and make realistic
demands for a greater degree of freedom.

Other activities initiated in early 3.957 included the pablication
of an EoGliehelanpage gaereenleraagasin?, Isq, 941, in 2500 copies.
Though utilised primarily as a cover pubeicaeven tor PROLOG
ASSOCIATES, it atteepta to enlist thecooperation of other emigre
groups in political and moral support of the enslaved nations of
the USSR in their struggle against the Cemmunist regime.

Through legal travelers sent from Germany to Poland, the
Wunra established a number of reliable contacts among the
Ukrainian minority living in Poland who have friends or relatives
in the Seviet Ukraine and who could relay PT' materials to them.
On the basis of these contacts, the ZP/UNWR began sending books
and other PP materials to Poland and by the end of 1957 a consider..
able 	 of the books, nevapapetes,.INYORMATION =Lamm and

S..!4-C41-3.1
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other materiala had been relayed to the Maggot area by the
Ukrainian contacts in Poland. Other PP msterialS, primarily
echolarky Ukrainian worke banned in the BoYiet Ukraiee, were
sent to Polish univeraitiea and libraries where they frequentlr
are reed by visiting Soviet Ukrainian scholara and stndents.

B. Ukrainian Nationalism as a POlitical Warftre Factor

1. The Agency continually is trying to assess the extent, the
depth and the significance of Ukrainian nationalism within
the Ukrainian OSR. Tftio assessment is reflected in A114 1De58,
dated 14 March 1958, paragreph d. (1). which reads as follows:
mrhe Ukrainians are the largest minority group in the USSR.
Ukrainian nationalise continues to be an important eolitieal
problem with which the Soviet Reelme must reckon. The best
evidence of Soviet concern over. Ukrainian nationalism mad
its countereart, antieRnssian sentiment, is fmaua in remenclug
appeals to root out 'bourgeois nationalise."

Paragraph D. (3).: 'Ukrainian reaction to the Aussificateon
efforts of the Soviet Regtre remains considerable. Ukrairians,
whether party members or not, remember with bitternees Stalin
ure of leading Ukrainian Communists who stood up for Ws:minim

cultural autmemay in the 1930 's and resent the eontinuation of
the calculated policy of tufting a epod portion of leWilng
Party end gOvernment positions in the Ukraine with Russians.
Stmlin°s glorification of Russian heroes and the oentioued
identification of &Asian history with the Soviet &tete hurt
Ukrainian pride. While religious attitudes maybe of diminiade4I
importance in the Ukraine as elsewhere in the USSR, the liquids..
tion of the Ukrainian Autocephelaus Church in 1930 and of the
Uniete Chureh in the newly acqpired Western Ukraine ether the
wax is a further cause of resenWneet."

ParagreOnD. (7).: "Ueergenised resistance in the Ukreine
exists primarily in the Western °blasts ana is coeducted mainls
by intellectuals. It is passive in nature and 14 manifested in
resisting Russification, e.g., by, advocating the use of Ukrainian
national feeling in literature. Recent attacks on Ukrainian
writers as being national deviationiste teed to confirm these
trends."

. 2. It isenneedindvdiffieult te gauge the depth end extent a
nationallem la the Ukraine, wince no poll is possible. Ye-recog-
nise that Ukrainian nationaliee probably is not geographically as
extensive or as potentially eXplostve am acme of the Ukreemieu
emiore politicians would have turbelieve. On the other hand,

SeN eReEeT
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however, it woad be very wrong to accept only the views
expressed by Gavot Russian observers; i.e., that it is not
a eignificent force within the Soviet national structmre.

It is vorth noting as a historical fact that during the 1930's
no Western observer*, and certainly no intelligence agencies
of the United States, had any concept or real awareness of the
deep feeling of Ukrainian nationalism. The villinapess of
the Ukrainian people to accept the German invader* is deeply
significant as a reflection of a combination of causes; 1. e.,
the hope of the Ukrainian peasants to rid themselves of the
collective fare systole, an anti-regime movement, the desire
for a free and indeeendent Ukraine, or the hope for preserving
their mother tongge which was being abolished by the Russians.
Historically, this has happened only in thecomparatively recent
east.

World War /I provided an opportunity for nationalism to ermpt
end be brought to the attention of the Western world. The
Ukrainian nationalist movement eMbrazed.nallions of people
and included an active partisan army. The nationalist move-
neat continued after the War with the UPA. (Ukrainian Insurgent
Army) continuing to exist and to conduct active partisan opera-
tions, and it is significant that it took approximately six
years after the end of Worldlier II before the SOviets were
able to stamp out the partisan units in the Ukraine.

5. It would be presumptuous on the part of any Western intelligence
agency to say that Ukrainian nationalism has *66601 to exist.
It is too abort a time for a change of such magnitude to have
taken place, considering the ideology and deep nationalist
feeling, of the Ukrainian people. Therefore, it mupt be
aesumed that some tom of nationalist feeling continues to
exist and, until it CAU be proven that it in not a significant
disruptive force in the tight against Communion there is an
obligation to support it as a cold...war weapon.

6. There are evidences that the Soviet regime conaiders Ukrainian
nationalism a definite political problem and seeks to inhtbit
it by various means. Despite restrictions, these evidences
manage to be brought out into the open.

a. Continuing reports of 'Voluntary" deportations of
Ukrainians to other regions of the USSR that that
decades of oppression have not broken the spirit

• 	 of these people. The Ukraine, particularly the
Western Ukraine with its strong separatist tradition,
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has, in the not too distant past, been a especial
target for Russitication. A House Select Conetittee
on Comunist Aggression in its report1113.26814,
stated that at Vinnitsya alone 10,000 Ukrainians
were put to death by the Soviets and buried in mass
graves in a single year (1937-1939).

b. A recent interview with a fouler resident of the
Ternopol area (October 1957) reveeled that the
Ukrainians in the area do not identify themselves
with the Soviet regime nor with the Russians.
They apply the term lioscovite" indiscriminately
to all Comasanists and Russians acting in official
capacities. Ukrainian antipathy to things Russian
is shown in the conduct of one village vhiah lives
by Western Rumen time, even though officially
it is on Macaw time.

c. In 3.956 there were two documents received in the West
from Ukrainian political pilsoners in the blordovien
comps. The original. Ukrainian texts, dated September
and October 1955, were painstakingly written "in
lunge that looks rather, like the old-fashioned
indelible pencil muting on pieces of linen cloth
that my have been torn from the lining of a coat
or dress." One document was addressed to the
•*United Nations„Xvision on Human Rights, and to
the Civilised World" and amended, "on purely
nationalist grounds, " certain concessions from the
Russians. The other doeument was intended primarily
for Ukrainian refugees and emigres in countries out-
side the Soviet negro, expressing the camp prisoners'
belief that the emigres Would live up to "the moral
&IV imposed by the nation upon its political. emigres."

d. Itirtber and sore current evidences to the existing
Ukrainian nations.Ust feelings are being brouggt to
the West by legal travelers to the um.
(1) Department of State Report No. 1400, 11, February

2958, tells of a yOung Ukrainian university
student who accompenlea two U.S. officials
end a Canadian official on a tour of Lvov. The

• official reported that "ill•conosalad hostility
toward the Russians and the Soviet regime was
shown in a masher of ways," and cited a number of
exemples.

S.4•C*R•E.T
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(2) Oreign Service Despatch NO. 551, 14 April
1958, regardieg a conversation with a Ukrainian
film director in Moscow states that the director
expressed his annoyance over the fact that suc-
cessful Ukrainian performert often were brought
to bscow to work. He amplained that the
Ukraine bad noepportunity to arrange exchanges
of cultaral groups directle-eith other nations.
He stated that Ukrainian inventions in the
field of science always get credited to Russian
scientists and that Ukrainian researchers always
get transferred to Russian cities on the eve of
the announcement of their succeosee.

7. It is not to be assumed that every Ukra.i.nian is burning eith a
desire to further a free and independent nation. However,
nationalism does manifest itself in several ways; i.e., a desire
token) alive the Ukrainian heritage and culture, to keep alive
the Ukrainian language, a resentment for the imposing of changes
of which Ukrainians do not approve. It also is recognized that
Ukrainian nationalism naturally is much stronger in the Western
provinces than it is in the East; but we are in no position to
concinee that Ukrainian nationalism is confined solely to
Galicia, and as long as this nationalist farce exiets, we are
obligated to support it, at least to the extent necessary to
assume that it can at any time be mobilized for greater use.

.cal	 ofensh.i.	 to the 22

1. Paragraph 9 of HIE 10-58, dated 4 March 1958, etates, "the
mere existence of an active emigre group may tend to baby the
hopes of those people i netde the Ukraine who are bitterly opposed
to the Soviet regime. Concern expressed by the Soviet* in this
matter is reflected in Soviet intelligence activities against
Ukrainian emigre groups and the propaganda attacks in the Soviet
press and radio attempting to belittle sad thereby diminishing
any potential effectiveness of these groups."

2. In 1948, as the result of an intensive Agency study of the
Ukrainian emigration made by a member of the SR Division,
the Agency chose to work with the ZP/U4TR because it was the
official representation of the internal resistance movement
in the Ukraine and also because it was the most operationally
reliable and politically moat acceptable.

3. It is true that the internal movement does not actively exiat at
present. However, many members of the old movement plus many
young supporters are alive today (even though mney of them find
themselves in the Soviet concentration camps) and the feeling
of nationalise has not been extirpated.

S-E-C-R-E-T
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4. The Agency has collaborated with the ZP/UEVR over a period of
tea years. The group has proved realistic in their approach
to operational and PP matters and there has developed a
relationship of mutual respect and trust. The importance
of this group to the Agency is that it represents a channel
of political force into the Ukrainian emigration all over
the world, which consists of several milLion people, and
also as a channel to the Ukrainians in the UkSSR. Supporters
of the ZP/URVR are found whereaver the Ukrainian emigration
exists. Theme supporters are active politically and !,,ve
voice to the cause of Ukrainian independence. The ZP
represents e source of hot war agent personnel available
for training during the cold war phase. It has made avail-
able to the Agency correspondence which can form the basis
for =SOX, REDCAP and CS operations. The official =gene
of the group are used for the dissemination of pro-Western
ideologies and anti-Communist material and the good will
which the WPM maintains toward the United States Govern-
ment is an important, though intangible asset. The WURFR
has formed a panel which is capable of skil3.fu3.4 Pro-
ducing PP material of a moderate nationalist nature.

5. The up= is not an old emigrant group. MA-mbers of the
group constantly keep in touch with the homeland via corres-
pondence and Soviet publications. The pigest of the Soviet
Ukrainian Preati published mouth.17 by the group g4574-WIERce
of the extensive and constant study being made of the home-
land news and the alertness with which any changes in the
homeland are interpreted. The WORM, in its publications,
in the freggent speeches made by its members in the United
States and abroad, and in article contributions made to
other emigre publications constantly strives to interpret
the changes in the homeland to the emigre population which
does not keep in close touch.

6. The publications of the WM= serve to keep the group alive
as apolitical force and prove to the Ukrainian emigres that
a political group does actively exist. They serve as a
center around. *which theeraup can work toward the dissemination
of pro-Western ideologies and anti-Communist material and they
provide spiritual arid moral sustenance to the Ukrainian emigre,-
tion.

XV. PROPOSAL

It is proposed. that Project AERODYNAMIC continue its clandestine
poychological warfare operations by using the IRO= ASSOCI,MS
in New York and, the zpitnin and.CUIft as its instruments.
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V. OPERATIONAL OUTLINE 

A. Subprokoaals or Tasks

1. To continue supporting the Ukrainian emigre organizations,
zpArena and OM, through the FRO= ASSOOMES in New York
for the purpose of preparing and disseminating anti-Comm-tat
propaganda aimed at the Soviet Ukraine.

2. To continue exploiting the contacts among the Ukrainian minority
in Polaal established by PRO= ASSOCIATES as a new means for
reAring PP materials into the Soviet Ukraine for both PP and
71 purposes.

TO exploit legal travellers into the UkOSR with vhom contacts
have been established by PROIOG ASSOCIATES.

4. TO prepare and publish a montlAy INFORMATION  BULLETIN in the
Ukrainian Unease for disseminagraff-By norma-EllInhannels
to the Soviet Ukraine. Representatives of the ZP/OBWR and
the 004 in the Western countries currently are engaged in
this mailing operation.

5. To prepare and pUblish a quarterly Exiglish-languags magazine,
titled_APROLOGUNin order to strengthen the present cover
errangemeITTrilo'PEZI panel. The magazine will reelect the
research activities of the PROLOG ASSOCIATES on the Ukraine,
and Communist imperialism in general.

To provide support and PP sateriaLs to a ZPIUMR representative
in Madrid for the ;reparation of live Ukrainian broadcasts to
the Soviet Ukraine from Radio Nacional.

7. TO provide financial support and political guidance to the
Ukrainian language broadcast over PYREX (Athens). These pro-
grams are broadcast, under the name =AMAIN& (Nev Ukraine),
to the entire Soviet Ukraine.

8. To continue aubstA i zing the Ukrainian-language newspaper
SUCHASNA MAMA and the journal =AIM= SAMOSTIINIK pub-
lished in Germany as political instruments directed agOnst
the Soviets. These publications serve as the overt voice of
the UMW and the OUNz in countering Soviet attempts to
•destroy the effectiveness of the Ukrainian emigration in its
fight for a free Ukraine. Copies of these publications also
are mailed each month to the Soviet Ukraine, /bland, and
Mmeslavia.

S-E
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• Under direction of the Readquexters case officer, the PROLOG
ASSOCIATES will provide a. medium for any special.
or PP tasks that nay arise, such aS: distribution of FP
materials to Soviet delegations and tourists in the West;
and sponsoring of political rallies to counter Soviet propa-
ganda for repatriation.

B. Key Personnel. The panel consists of the key leaders of the ZP/VRVR
and the OUNz who are experienced in the propaganda field and who
hove extensive background in Ukrainian underground and emigre activi-
ties. The panel now includes a president, two editors, two script
writers and a treasurer-accountant. They are:

ANCASSOWARY 2. President of PROLOG ASSOCIATES. Principal
Agent directing the operation of the group, bothhalate-heide and over-
seas. Subject holds CA, dated 13 February 1958, C-55676, No. 40828.

AECASSOWARY 4. Subject directs much effort to the exploitation
of contacts among the Ukrainian minority in Poland for relaying
PP materials into the Soviet Ukraine. Be writes script for radio
broadcasts; generalmanager for the distribution of publications*
CE and n expert; Security Officer and contributor to the INFURMA- .
•?ION BULLETIN. Subject holds CEA No. 0-18694, dated 10 Airrim.

AECASSOWARY ip. Editor of INBORMATION BULLETIN; Contributor
•to DIGEST OF TEE SOVIET MAMAS MSS; 2.P/UNR liaison in Washing-
ton, D.C. with Ifeadquarters case officers for relaying Instructions,
radio tapes, information and publications; collects addresses for
INPORMATION BULLETIN Subject holds am No. C-35276, dated 16
February 2953.

AECASSOWARY 17. Vice President of PROMO ASSOCIATES. Chief
editor of publications and radio scripts produced by the panel.
Subject holds OSA, dated 11 March 1954, 0 .15900, No. 81516.

AECASSOWARI 19. Research analyst and script writer for Ukrainian-
lenguge 	 Subject holds CM, dated 21 January 1953,
C-l.5688, No. 80589.

4:CASSOWARY 23. Script writer, radio announcer, and research
analyst. ,Subject holds CAA; dated. 30 July 1954, C-26380, No. 98415.

ASCASIMART: 26. Treasurer and accountant for PROIOG ASSOCIATES.
Subject ho/de pp., dated 15 March 1955, 0.33152, No. 114981.

MAMMARY 2.7. Editor of INFORMATION BULLETIN and director
ofqperations re1eying PP materials into the Ukraine via the Polish-
Ukrainian minority. CM is being processed.
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C. Indigenous groups and/Or leaders.

1. ZEARTR (Foreign Representation of the Ukrainian Supreme
Liberation Council). This group is directly involved by pro-
ving the key personnel for the panel and by serving as a
reservoir of Ukrainian emigres suitable for carrying out
certain aspects of the operational progrem.

2. OUNZ (Organization of Ukrainian nationalists Abroad). This
group is directly associated in providing personael.and opera.
tional support for the activities of the project.

D. Target Groups.

1. 31brty million citizens of the Soviet Ukraine vtich constitute
the largest minority group in the USSR. Since Ukrainian
nationalima continues to be one of the most important political
problem with which the Soviet regime must reckon, the main
emphasis of the broadcasts and propaganda materials are directed
to the following dissident groups;

a. Peasants and industrialworkers.

b. Intellectuals (Writers, Scholars, Artists)•

• Student and youth groups.

d. Returnees from exile and former undeAS round members.

e. Scientists and technocrats.

2. Ukrainian Minority in Noland (approximately loomo) primarily*
for utilization in relaying PP materials to friends, relatives
and contacts in the Soviet Ukraine.

Ukrainian emigres in Western Europe, South America and Australia
(approximately 3op locio). Only indirectly involved in special
actions such as countering Soviet propaganda for repatriation.

E. Zuration. This Project will continue as long as it will be seem
pliehing Agency objectives.

F. Graphic Illustration. Not applicable.
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vi. sEcuitter:

A. Cover

1. Headquarters. Under the name of PROLat ASSOCIATES, the panel
has been incorporate& under the lass of the State of New York
as anon-profit publishing and research organisation on ques-
tions of Eastern European affairs. An E...glish-language quer-
ter3,y magesine titled MIME has been initiated to provide
additional cower. A written agreement has been negptiated
between a, Boston attorney and the panel which stipulates
that the attorney, acting as the trustee of a fUnd contributed
by private clients, will. provide regular financial assistance
to the group for maintaining their research activities.

2. Staff. Project field personnel in Germany operate and represent
themselves as the aembers of the Ukrainian emigre normnent
engaged in anti-Soviet prom:Andel under cover of their overt
publications.

B. Knowledgeability. Only the few leading members of 16010G ASSOCIATES
are lo2owledgeab1e of U.S. intelligence interest. PROLOG ASSOCIATES
are witting of 11.8. interest in their political activities. Covert
clearances have been obtained or requested for all of them. The
attorney who will. backstop the Project's cower has been cleared and
is witting; of US. Government interest.

C. Operational Security. In providing financial support for the activi-
ties envisaged in this Project, the field personnel will be advised
that the fUnds for the support of their activities are being supplied
by various private sources in the United States and Canada, interested
in the UkrainiepHattbnal Movement. The radio broadcasts are attri-
buted to a. notional group of Ukrainian anti-Consamist; there will
be no connection, 'actual or implied, with any established tkraiaan
group. Since the broadcast tapes are recorded in the United. Sadao
and then flown to Athens and *Arid, no physical security problems
are envisaged in this operation. The existing headquarters of
1410100 ASSOCIATES in New York will serve as an office for preparation
of the scripts.

D. Risks. There are no unusual security risks involved. There is a
possibility that some aspects of Agency support of a presumably
independent Ukrainian organisation might be revealed but since
PHOWG ASSOCIATES maintain no evidence of their connections with
the Agency, any such charge of Agency support to PROLOG ASSOCIATES
could plausibly be denied. , .able backstopping is be 	 set 
to provide effective cover for all financial tanebweene
the Agency and PROLOG ASSOCIANS.
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E. Personnel Dispcxekl. In the eveat that the Project were terminated,
no serious disposal problems are foreseen. An attempt would be made
to help the ;:orsonnel find positions in other research organisations
or with other Government agencies.

P. Disaster Elan. This is not applicable at Headquarters. With the
establishment of control and funding through 1001OGASSOCIAMS
in New York, no direct contact indicating American interest in
their activities %Ill be meintained in the field.

933. COORDINATION

A. 1. AHRODINAILEC, using the Ukrainian group for PP activities,
will, be supplemen.ted when necessary by other projects, using
the same group for CE and. PT pu,rposes.

2. Altbou401AMMINAMIC is sharing the facilities of PYREX, this
Project will in no way conflict with other broadcasts from
Athens over the same station.

AERODYNAMIC deals exclusively with Ukrainian emigres. There
is no relationship with either AESAURUS or ANWIRGIL'hich
projects deal chiefly with Great Russians. There is no overlap.
of targets since AERODYNAMIC, both inside the USSR andabroad,
concentrates on strictly Ukrainian interests.

EXtant of Coordination.

1. This Project is fullyeoOrdinited with all interested offices
:within the 1ID/P complex and coordivation is maintained with the
IO division whenever appropriate.

2. The State Department and the Department of the.Aroyare aware
that the Agency supports Ukrainian emigre groups. There is
no active coordination.

3. The German Government and HIS are aware of the Agency's over.
all general interest in the Ulemeinian emigration as 4 representa.
tive of one of the nationalist forces in the USSR.

irca. CONTROL:
A. CIA financially supports PROIWASSOCIATES and, therefore, is able

to control and direct their actIrities 'toward Agency interests.
Guidance is exercised by the respective case officer of the SR
Division.
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The Revised Administrative Plan incorporates all the neces-
sarymasures of contra that will. provide for the independent
status of PEIDIGG ASSOCIATES and their activities, ex . at the eeme
time guarantees the efficiency of control, guidance ax4 direction
of these activities in accordance with our Objectives.

• EL Administrative Plan. Approved as of 24 January 1958.

C. Reports. Quarterly financial reports are submitted to Finance
Division. (See 9, E below).

RODGET DATA

A. 1. Total Over-411 CIA Funds Required for Fr 1958:

Salaries

Travel

Operational Entertainment

Operating Expenses

Special Projects

TUblications

Developmental Funds

Disposal Funds

Case Officer Travel

$	 32,000.00

TOTAL	 C-

2. Total Over-All CIA Funds Required for FY 1959 (Subject to
Availability of Funds):

Salaries.

Travel

Operating Expenses

Special Projects

Publications

Case Officer Travel

4	 44,5oo.00

■••■•■*•••••■■•■■••••••••••*.■*++
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B. Availability of CIA. funds required. This project was appmavei
in the amount oC	 in sa Division PT 1958 Operational
Program pending complete redocumentation in compliance with
PT 1957 renewal reauirements. However, this was later reduced
to a total of,C___	 for Iff 1958.

hinds in the amount otC__ 
Pr ?

bare been included in the

R. lUnding. In accordance with tbe Approved Administrative F2sa.

ir. skuumeial history. YUnds used. by fiscal year since initiation of
Project:

IT 19,4	 C.•

1T 1955	 C—	 3

rr 1956

rr 1937

G. Puture retpirements. It is anticizated that aupport of Project
AHRODINAKC will be isasintelzed at	 3 for n 1960.

X. BOIVORT DATA

A. Total Agency personnel. A3,1 respired Agency personnel to staff
Project MODENA= are available to handle the PP responsibilities:

SR Division NY 1939 Operational

C. Non.Agency funds. None required.

D. Pbreign currency. Not applicable.

•

Readgparters 
Intelligence Officer
Intelligence Officer

08-12
oal

1 FIRS or Station TiO)
1 BRO or Station TA)

Intelligence Assistant	 OS-	 3.

TOTAL	 3

B. Training. Not applicable

C. AMterial. Communications equipment or any other special equipment
not available or difficult to obtain on the cammtrcial market may

•be neededo
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Ccamunications. Existing facilities in Athens Greece; and Madrid,
Spain will be utilized tor the broadcasting. The Athens traumnitters
have a total power output of 2000 watts. The stations will have an
audible radius of 1,300 miles under optima .conditions. NO extra-.
ordinary requirementsi or facilities over those mentioned herein will
be requirol.

• E. Other Agency support. Not applicable.

• F. Support required tram other United States agencies. None.

XI. asteactCONSUBRAMONS

A. Current Status. ZPAJBWR and OUNz activities are currently supported
under Project ABROBINiUdIC. Related CE activities have been handled
under Project AECARTBAGE and F1 activities under Projects AEREADY
and AECUPBOARD.

B. Commitments. The following commitments have been made to PROLOG
ASSOCIATES:

1. CIA trill continue to support IPAUB)71 and OM (through its
cover organization PROW; ASSO(IATES) in their propaganda and
operational activities within the Soviet Ukraine and directed
against -blip 14evir arh nIcraine by granting qtiarterlv payments
totaling	 for Fi 1958, and C..,	 jfor IT 1959.

2. The WARM and OUNz through PROLOG ASSOCIATES wiLl be responsia
ble for effective use of this subsidy under term and stipAa-
tions formed by CIA. These funds will be allocated by PROLOG
ASSOCIATES in such a way* as to concentrate its operational
capabilities in directions of primary interest to CIA; that is,
radio and leaflet operations contact operations, etc. as
listed under Paragraph 5a, above.

C. Effectiveness.

1. Operational Results During Calendar Tear 1957.
Radio Broadcast: •Broadcast two fifteen-minute proems daily,
totlq li ng over 1200 broadcasts beamed at the Soviet Ukraine
from Radio PYREX in Athens. During 1.957 the total number of
transmittal hours was increased from 15 No 70 per month including
repeat broadcast* and randaa time. • Im 04141tiak ZPABFR-caatrolled
broadcasts over Radio Nacional, Madrid were beamed live fifteen
minutes daily tor a total of over 90 hours of broadaast time.

Px*optonds. Na,terials: During 1957, the ZIWRIIR end. OUNz printed
and distributed 200,000newspapers and about 5000 pamphlets and
books. Several thousand copies of the newspapers have been
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mailei to Ukrainians living in Poland who freeuent4 relay
the pepers to friends and relatives in the Soviet amine.
Approximnta4v 300 copies of the books and peluzigets have
been mailed to Ukrainians in Poland who in turn relay them
to contacts in the Soviet Ukraine. Another 500 copies have
been sent to WED and. OUNz representatives throughout
Western Europe, Australia, and South America for use in
distributing to Soviet visitors in the West,

Xn addition, PROIDGASSOCIATES prepare& and distribute&
in the Soviet Ukraine, 66loop copies of an eleven.page
Ukrainian IRIMATIONBUIZETXN. Distribution has been by
regular mail channels trom eight countries: U.S.A., Canada,
Argentina, Australia, Germany, Great Britain, France and
Sweden. The =ORATION Bylaw= is nailed to all strata of
the population inclAing officials, members of the party and
government, libraries end, prive.te individuals. Thus far,
over a dozen letters have been received in answer to the
=MN with the response evenly divided. between favor-
able comments and violent denudation..

The PROLOG ASSOCIATES also prepaomicaddistributed 	 -
three issues, totalling 7/500 copies of an Englishd•language
nemesia. title& PROLOGUE. Though the publication is designed
primarily for cover purposes, approxinntaly 500 oopies have
been sent to libraries in the Soviet Ukraine, Poland. and.
Yugpslavia. The remainder have been distributed to institu.
tions and individuals in the West who are interested in Soviet
afti4rs. Response frma the readers in the West has been very
•favorable. The Rational War College in 'Washington ordered SOO
copies of the first issue which included an article on °Strategy
•of Soviet Expansion into Asia and Africa.," Itr use as required
reading in one of their courses.

Other Activities. PRO= ASS0CIA23313 partialXy supported
the travel of a 00=1241kreintan Journalist to the bloscow
Ybuth Festival, including detailed briefing prior to departure.

igaim
r1140; was able to relay some books and pamphlets to

participants at the Festival and to elicit informs.
tion from them about conditions in the Soviet Ukraine sad the
feeling of the Ukrainians toward the Soviets and t p wards the
Rest. The jobonalist was thoroughly debriefed, upon his return
and &detailed report was submitted.

The gronp also at:wart:A severkl trips by a Oermans4krainian
Professor of Slavistics to Poland for contact with Ukrainians
living there. On the basis of his visits, several detailed repoz4ts

S-E-C4-E-T
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were submitted describing the conditions of the Ukrainians
in Pbland, their contacts with relatives and friends in
the Soviet Ukraine, and the possibilities existing for
utilising this Ukrainian minority in Polaed for relaying
PP materia3s into the Soviet Ukraine. On the basis of
this information, PROLOG ASSOCIATES have mailed over
500 volumes of scholarly Ukrainian works on various
subjects to contacts in Poland, as well as to Ukrainian
scholars, Polish libraries and universities. The visiting
professor had made arrangementa with his Ukrainian contacts
in Poland to have them relay copies of these books (which
are not available in the Soviet Union) to the Soviet Ukraine.
Although this program began operating late in the year,
approximately 50 copies of such Ukrainian works have already
been relayed to the Soviet Ukraine. The books remaining in
Poland are frequently utilised by scholars from the Soviet
Ukraine who travel to Poland to study or visit relatives.

The ZE/UNIR and. OUNs have established contacts in
Watch, Paris and London with Ukrainians Prue Poland and
have provided them with PP materials and established
communications with them upon their return to Poland. Through
their Brussels representative, they rented space in a book-
store for the purpose of displaying literature for loan and
sale to visiting Soviet Ukrainians at the Brussels Pair and
for the purpose of providingamens of contact with Soviet
Ukrainians. Plans have been made to expand contact operations
in view of the increasing number of Soviet Ukrainians who
are allowed to travel abroad-

Support Operations. ALZPANWR branch office is maintained
in Munich to serve as the operational center for all activities
directed against the Soviet Ukraine from Western Europe.
Natural cover for operational activities la provided by the
emigre newspaper SUMS* MAIM . The Wumna principal
agent in Arnica sieei-eiliiira-Mormant and also provides
necessary liaison between the field case officer and the
ZR/UHVIt field activities. Members of the branch office aid
in the distribution of the INFORMATION BULLET= from West
Germany and support all aspects of the overall ZP/UNW1 opera-
tional progrma.

In addition PROIDGASSOCIAMS maintain operational poets
in Argentina, Australia, *mince England, Spain, Sweden, Canada,
Egypt and Belgium and give nomiluil financial support to ZP/UNITB
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and OUNz representatives in these areas. TheSe represents,.
tives support the operational program by mailing the imam.
TION BMW= frau their respective countries to the soviet
Ukraine, by providing news of Ukrainian emigre activities for
inclusion in the radio broadcasts and in the INFORMATION 
aULAWL, an& by contacting Soviet Ukrainian citizens who
may be visiting in their country.

Related Operations. During 1957, under Project MUM
the WU= has been engaged in the spotting of ega/ified.
agent candidates from among the Ukrainian emigration for
use ageinst top priority targets. One Ukrainian emigre
was recruited and trained under this program.

Under Project =UPWARD, the group initiated and. is
conducting the mailing of packages to the Ukrainian SSR
for the purpose of supporting clandestine operations by
establishing and maintainies a coamsunication and supply
Channel using overt mails to the Ukrainian SSR.

Under Project AECARTRAGR, the group conducted an involved
play-back double-agOut operatima in conjunction with the
CIA, with the aim of bringing out a high..level courier from
the Soviet Ukraine. The courier did not eame to the West as
was expected. Therefore, Project =ARTS= is being termiaated
as of 30 October 19580

2. Intelligence by-product. The ZP/UHFR and OUNt are not intelli-
gence collection organizations in the usual sense of the term.
Its operations and activities do produce an intelligence by-
product as follows:

a. Reports from a double-agent inside the Soviet Ukraine
with whom contact is still maintained (Project ARCMS-
AGO.

b. Debriefing reports on legal travelers. In 1957,
information from a legal traveler to the bscow Youth
Festival was submitted for dissemivation.

Information from a legal traveler to POland has been sub-
mitted for dissemination and is being utilized for a third.-
country PP operation. against the Soviet Ukraine.

3. Soviet attacks on IP/MR and. OUNz as indications of effective-
nese. During 1957, there were at least 10 specific attacks by
Soviets against the zpiuma as well as numerous attacks against

S-E..C•R•R4
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"bourgeois Ukrainian nationalists" and the Ukrainian emigra-
tion in general. In the past there has been little mention
of the ZIVURZR by name and even today, Soviet propaganda
deliberately tries to create contagion in the minds of Soviet
readers when it mentions the Ukrainian emigration. instead
of direct attacks against specific Ukrainian emigre organizations,
there are attacks against the Ukrainian bourgeois nationalists,
the Banderivtse, American or Vatican agents, or collaboratore
of Hitler, the capitalista, or reactionary groups.

The most violent attack by the Soviets against the
72/UHYR occurred in JanUary 1957 in New York by the Soviet
Ukrainian delegate to the United Nations L.E. =M. In
a speechat the United Nations EIZXA attacked the aymet
and accused them of being instlemzents of American intelligence
engaged in sending agents to the Soviet Ukraine. These same
Charges were then repeated widely in the Soviet pews. The
Soviets also frequently attack the ZP/URVR in the East Berlin
mar YOH THE RETURN TO THE HOWLAND and in the leaflets, DiNlER09

D. Anticipated Results. It is anticipated that Bayport of ZITURC
and OUNt through PROLOG ASSOCIATES will continue to make a sigai-
ficant emoeaganda *pact on this strategic target area. The
presentation of clandestine broadcasts specifically tailored to
the needs of the target audience augments the existing United
States and Agency efforts. The transmittal of printed propaganda
materials to the target area and aimed at exploiting Soviet
vulnerabilities by providing uncensored information will strengLhen
the national consciousness of the Ukrainian people and create doubt
in the minds of Soviet leadership as to the reliability of the
Ukrainians, especially in the event of ear. At the same time,
these activities foster a. psychological climate 10AiCh is favorable
to the conduct of other SR operations in the Soviet Ukraine.

Through their overt publications in Germany, the ZP/URVR and
the OUNt will be able maintain and expand their political influ-
ence among the Pkralhian emigres in the Win World and utilize the
latter in countering Communist external activities and in supporting
the operational activities aimed at the target area.

E. Evaluation. The activities undertaken with Project ABRODYNANIC
will be continually reviewed and evaluated on the basis of
unilateral CIA monitoring, operationa l reports submitted. by
PROLOG ASSOCIMES, and by gonitoring indications of Soviet official
reactions as revealed in their attarlts upon the ZP/WITR and MA,
or their unribers in the Soviet press and radio.
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ate

P. Policy questions. 10 current policy %mations.

G. Congressional implications. Nene

Sztra4ency action. none.

I. Proprietary compnies.

J. Special considerations. Although practical considerations in
the past bave led to the division of the PP, CS and 71 functions
into three separate projects, Warta now are being made to reamo
bine all aspects of Agency operations with WitUIFR and OM under
Project AKRODINANIC. tf a thorough study of CB and IT operations
reveal sufficient potential, an n SOX= vtU. be prepared and sub.
mitted vith the neat project renewal.

K. Idquidation. Not applicable.


